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ABSTRACT
Context. Virtual reality is getting closer and closer to being realized with new technologies
emerging. This will lead to new ways to experience interactive worlds such as games. In
order to keep the highest immersion possible new ways of interaction are needed.
Objectives. In this thesis a control method using motion tracking devices such as the
PlayStation Move and the Microsoft Kinect is examined as a method of interaction. This is
then compared to the use of a gamepad in a prototype first person puzzle game without a
virtual reality device. The aim is to discover how it affects the experience in terms of ease of
use, immersion and fun factor as well as how it affects the efficiency of the player when
completing the same in-game tasks. With this information it’s hoped to get an indication of
how viable motion controls can be in a first person game and as a theoretical interaction
method for virtual reality.
Methods. To compare the control methods user studies are conducted with eight participants
who play the prototype game using the two control methods and complete test chambers
where their effectiveness is recorded. They are then interviewed to learn what they thought
about the control methods and the experience.
Results. Results consisting of time and points from the test chambers and answers from the
interviews are compiled and analyzed.
Conclusions. Analyzing the results of the user studies it is concluded that using motion
controls rather than a traditional gamepad decreases the effectiveness of completing in-game
tasks. There is an indication that motion controls increases the fun factor and immersion of
the experience overall. The motion controls examined needs some getting used to and higher
precision in order to be as effective as a gamepad but developing motion controlled games
with the limitations in mind can give benefits such as higher immersion and fun factor.
Keywords: Gestural input, Interaction devices, Virtual reality
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INTRODUCTION

In games the controls can often make or break the experience. The default input device used
in games is usually either a gamepad or a keyboard and mouse, using both hands to control
the interaction with button or key presses. During the last decade new control methods have
started to become more common with devices that are able to recognize movement, which
then can be used as input. All of the big game console manufacturers Nintendo, Sony and
Microsoft have developed their own peripherals designed to recognize movement in different
ways (Bulik, 2010). Unfortunately motion controls are rarely critically acclaimed as a
control method and is often perceived as a gimmick which doesn’t add to the game
experience. This is discussed in an interview with DICE executive producer Patrick Bach
(Bach, 2013). With virtual reality getting more and more attention perhaps motion controls
can become a viable alternative to gamepads and other input devices commonly used today.
Virtual reality (VR) is something that is making a comeback and becoming increasingly
popular with devices in development such as the Oculus Rift. The Oculus Rift started as a
crowd funded product and is now a part of the giant company Facebook as covered in the
article “The Virtual Genius of Oculus Rift” in Time magazine (Grossman, 2014).

1.1

Motivation

One of the difficulties with VR is how to control your movement without breaking the
immersion. This can be the case with controllers that doesn’t have a representation in the
virtual world. The best scenario would probably be to show your own body in the virtual
world and use this to interact with the environment instead of a controller. A step in the right
direction is a very recent project by (Kreylos, 2014) who uses three advanced cameras to
give a rough 3D representation of the users body. Unfortunately this limits movement to a
small space and objects can’t be manipulated.
A more practical solution could be to implement motion tracking and use this to represent
the users’ movements on an avatar body model in VR. In order to be able to move around in
a larger world a small controller could be used for movement. In this thesis such an
implementation is developed and used in a first person puzzle game where you can see your
arms and legs.
The purpose is to investigate if such a control method can increase the immersion and fun
factor in a game even without the use of a VR headset. It’s also important to get an
indication if such a control method actually can be practical and how it affects the efficiency
of completing in-game tasks in order to know if it’s a viable alternative to using a gamepad.
In order to achieve full body motion controls some kind of motion tracking device must be
used. All the available motion tracking peripherals of today have their strengths and
weaknesses so in this thesis a combination of motion tracking devices has been tested. A
comparison to using a gamepad is then made to gain an understanding of how it affects the
efficiency of the player in completing in-game tasks and the experienced ease of use,
immersion and fun factor.

1.2

Research Question

How will the use of motion controls affect the experienced ease of use, immersion and fun
factor and the efficiency of completing in-game tasks?
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BACKGROUND

To answer the research question user studies are conducted using three different input
methods; the Xbox 360 gamepad, the PlayStation Move and the Microsoft Kinect. The
functionality of these devices is detailed in this chapter along with an introduction to the
concept of virtual reality and the rising need for new control methods.

2.1

Classic gamepad controller

Figure 1 Gamepads timeline (Neurovantage, 2012)

There have been numerous control methods used in games over the years but one that many
are familiar with is some variation of a gamepad (Figure 1). The gamepad is held with both
hands centered in front of the body with buttons and sticks or directional pads that are used
for input to games of many different genres, from side scrolling classics to modern first
person games.
The most common first person games are first person shooters (FPS) where you traditionally
have a weapon on screen at all times which you can then use to shoot enemies by aiming at
them and shoot using a button. Generally a keyboard and mouse with the PC is the most
efficient for an FPS (Isokoski and Martin, 2007). However with the popularity of gaming
consoles, where a gamepad is the default input method, many feel comfortable to use a
gamepad to play an FPS (Gerling et al., 2011). When playing an FPS using a gamepad the
left stick is used for moving around, the right stick to aim and the right trigger to shoot.
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2.2

Motion tracking

Motion tracking has been around for a long time but the first successful mainstream device
was the EyeToy, a camera released for the Sony PlayStation 2 in 2003. The EyeToy is
essentially a web camera that can translate your body movements into game controls by
looking for changes in the video captured (EyeToy, Innovation and Beyond, 2010).
In 2006 Nintendo revolutionized the mainstream gaming market when releasing the Wii. The
Wii’s remote like controller uses a built in accelerometer to track its movements. This
information is then used as input to the games in different ways (Jones and Thiruvathukal,
2012). In late 2010 both Sony and Microsoft wanted to reach a bigger audience when
releasing motion sensing peripherals for their consoles the PlayStation 3 and the Xbox 360
respectively. The Sony PlayStation Move is a controller with multiple sensors that can track
its movements (Sony Computer Entertainment Inc., 2010). Microsoft Kinect on the other
hand doesn’t use any tactile controllers but instead is hands free and tracks your motions
using an advanced camera (Webb and Ashley, 2012).

2.2.1

PlayStation Move

Figure 2 (PlayStation®Move Motion Controller, 2010)

The PlayStation Move is a peripheral for the PlayStation 3 which uses a one handed device
together with a camera (Figure 2). The PlayStation Eye camera, a successor to the EyeToy,
is used to keep track of the glowing sphere on the Move controller which makes it possible
to tell how far away the device is. Inside the Move controller is a three-axis gyroscope, a
three-axis accelerometer, and a terrestrial magnetic field sensor. These sensors make it
possible to keep track of the orientation and movement of the device such as pitch, yaw and
roll with high precision and low latency.
To complement the Move, Sony also released the Move Navigation Controller in order to
have access to input options needed in some types of games such as movement using the left
stick (Sony Computer Entertainment Inc., 2010).
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2.2.2

Microsoft Kinect

Figure 3 (Microsoft Kinect, 2010)

The Microsoft Kinect aims to get rid of all tactile input, such as button presses, by tracking
body movements with a camera only. This is similar to the functionality of the EyeToy but
the Kinect is also able to get the depth of the captured video and can track up to 48 joints of
the human body. The tracking is made possible thanks to multiple camera sensors (Figure 3).
One such sensor can pick up the infrared laser projected by the Kinect which makes it
possible to calculate the depth. Two RGB cameras are also utilized giving a 3D color image
and a multi-array microphone which can pinpoint location of sounds (Webb and Ashley,
2012). This combined with a motorized tilt function makes for an impressive piece of
hardware on paper but in reality it lacks a lot of the fidelity needed in precision based games.
Perhaps the iteration of camera motion tracking such as the new Microsoft Kinect for Xbox
One can fair better with higher precision and fidelity (Kinect for Xbox One, 2014).

2.3

Virtual Reality

When talking about VR, what is referred to is often an all-encompassing display of some sort
with such a wide viewing angle that it gives a high sense of immersion. VR has been around
for a while in one form or another but it has either been too expensive to produce or causing
of nausea and discomfort.
Recently VR has been given new life with the prospect of a VR headset in development
called the Oculus Rift. Oculus Rift is a VR headset which displays a stereoscopic image and
tracks your head movement in real time with low latency making it possible to look around
in a 3D virtual world (Parkin, 2014). The demo software working the best with the Oculus
Rift are those which have you in a seated or otherwise stationary position where you mainly
control your head movements or use motion controls because it avoids breaking the
immersion as much as possible as has been discussed on the Oculus Rift Developer Forums
(Cyacene, 2013).
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2.4

Related work

In order to keep immersion and not be locked into a stationary position new input devices are
being developed. This includes omnidirectional treadmills (Virtuix Omni, 2014), armbands
that can sense the electrical impulses of your muscles (Myo gesture control armband, 2014)
and sensors that when placed on your body can track your limbs (STEM System, 2013).
There has also been research into walking in place solutions for navigating a virtual
environment using camera tracking of the head movements (Terziman et al., 2010). Such a
solution was considered for this thesis but discarded in the favor of more precise movement
control using an analog stick.
Most of these solutions rely heavily on hardware that in some cases can be cumbersome,
simply not practical to use or only tracks part of your body. In this thesis the focus will be a
complete control setup with motion tracking using the Kinect, precision control using the
PlayStation Move and movement using the small PlayStation Move Navigator.
The closest resembling work to that being done in this thesis is the very recent “Full body
interaction in virtual reality with affordable hardware” (Takala and Matveinen, 2014) that
uses a similar setup with the Kinect and the PlayStation Move.
Games have used an gamepad in conjunction with the Kinect in the past, however the Kinect
is then mostly used to interpret voice commands in titles such as The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim
(Frum, 2012) and Mass Effect 3 (BioWare Community, 2012). One of the very few cases
where the motion tracking of the Kinect has been used together with an controller is in Steel
Battalion: Heavy Armor (Steel Battalion, 2012).
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3

METHOD

In order to answer the research question a prototype game was developed using the game
creation tool Unity. The game can be played with two different control methods; the
gamepad for Xbox 360 or with a combination of motion tracking technologies using the
Microsoft Kinect and the PlayStation Move.
User studies were then conducted where eight participants got to use the two different
control methods in the game. The participants’ efficiency of completing test chambers was
monitored and saved for later analysis. They also got to answer questions both before and
during the study and interviewed after. The questions and observations were focused on what
they thought about the experience mainly in terms of immersion, fun factor and ease of use
in order to be able to answer the research question.

3.1

Prototype game

The game is played from a first person view where the players’ body is represented by an
avatar. This makes it possible to see, not only your hands which are common in an FPS, but
also your legs when looking around. The game consists of a level hub which acts both as a
training area and a room from which to select one of the eight test chambers. The level hub
(Figure 4) contains all of the dynamic objects used in the test chambers. Here players can get
comfortable with the controls and mechanics of the game before choosing a test chamber.
The test chambers are designed to make the participants perform as varied actions as
possible such as moving around, jumping and ducking and also grabbing, rotating, throwing
or kicking objects etc. The test chambers include sports such as basketball and bowling
designed to test accuracy when throwing objects in different ways and soccer which is
included to test the ability and accuracy of kicking objects. Test chambers also include a
navigation track, to test the navigation and jumping abilities, two puzzles where the
mechanic of rotating an object such as a cube are tested and a test chamber where pushing
big objects are tested.

´

Figure 4 Level Hub

The prototype game was developed in Unity 3D, a popular game creation tool. Unity is
relatively easy to use because it relies on scripting and a lot of example projects and scripts
are freely available (Blackman and Reed, 2013). In this thesis the free version of Unity is
used with the trial of the pro version giving access to advanced rendering techniques such as
SSAO.
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3.2

Motion controls

In order to move around a large area in-game as practically as possible the two one-handed
controllers of the PlayStation Move is used (Figure 5). Combining this with the Kinect
camera (Figure 3) which captures the players’ body position, makes it possible to reach out
and push a trigger on the controller to pick up the object that the player is currently touching.
The legs are also represented in-game making it possible to kick objects, until movement is
applied using the left stick and a walking animation is then played instead.

Control
Action
Move (Forward / Backward)
Left Stick (Up / Down)
Turn (Left / Right)
Left Stick (Left / Right)
Look (Up / Down)
D-pad (Up / Down)
Strafe (Left / Right)
D-pad (Left / Right)
Jump
L1
Crouch
(X) button
Grab (With left or right hand)
L2 or T
Rotate hand / object
Rotate Move controller
Reset hand rotation
PS button
Animation
Body limbs position is captured using motion tracking at all times except when moving, and
then an animation clip is used for lower body only.
Figure 5 Playstation Move (Sony, 2014: p. 3) and motion controller mapping

Figure 6 Grabbing objects with motion tracking

The motion tracking of the Kinect makes it possible to reach out into the scene to touch
objects. The orientation of the Move controls the wrist of the hand in-game giving the ability
to rotate objects after grabbing a touched object using the T button (Figure 6).
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3.3

Gamepad controller

The Xbox 360 controller (Figure 7) is used as a reference in one control method because it is
recognizable to many. It is also often used in PC gaming due to high compatibility with
games, especially those also released for consoles. The mapping of buttons to actions
performed in-game is kept as similar to the standard for first person shooters as possible so
that most test participants with experience feel familiar. The connection to the PC is made
using the official Xbox 360 Wireless Gaming Receiver for Windows.

Control
Action
Move (Forward, Backward, Strafe)
LS (Left Stick)
Look
RS (Right Stick)
Jump
LB (Left Bumper)
Crouch
(B) button
Grab
RT (Right Trigger)
Rotate Object
LT (Left Trigger) + RS
Charge throw
LT
Throw grabbed object
Release grab (RT) while charging (LT)
Animation
Animation clip used for running, else resets to default body position
Figure 7 Xbox 360 controller mapping

When using a gamepad only the body and legs are represented and seen when looking down.
The exception is during two tests where pushing objects or triggers are required. The right
arm of the avatar is then put in a locked position pointing forward which can be used to push
objects.
In order to be able to grab objects a ray is cast from the center of the cameras’ perspective
forward into the scene. If the ray hits an object and the distance is less than the grab range set
it is possible to grab the object. The ability to grab an object is indicated by scaling a 2D
image of a hand in the center of the screen depending on the distance. When grabbing the
image will change to a closed hand, otherwise it will display an open hand (Figure 8).

Figure 8 Xbox Control, Aim and Grabbing
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3.4

User studies

To determine how the game experience is affected when playing a first person game with
motion controls user studies were conducted. The participants of the study were chosen in
order to have an as varied level of experience with games as possible. This will make it
possible to draw conclusions on whether or not any differences in efficiency between the
control methods can be related to previous experience.
Before starting the study the participant is asked to answer a few questions regarding their
age, gender and previous experience with games; in particular FPS games and motion
controlled games (Appendix AI).
The user study consists of completing eight test chambers with two different control
schemes. Half of the participants start with the gamepad controller and the other half with
the motion controls because on their second turn the objective of the tests should seem
clearer and that might affect the results.
User studies comparing gamepad controls to motion controls has been done before in studies
such as “A study of gesture-based first person control” (Chastine et al., 2013). In this study
the controls are explained to participants who get to play in a sandbox environment before
starting the tests. Such a training level is also used in this study and the controls are
explained orally to the participant (detailed in chapter 3.2 – 3.3) before starting the tests. The
participant then gets to familiarize themselves with how to perform different tasks such as
picking up and rotating an object, throwing an object, kicking an object and how to navigate
by moving, jumping and crouching. There is no time limit and the participant gets to train as
much as they want to feel comfortable with the controls.
Level Name

Test objectives

Points

Basket

Throw or drop basketballs into baskets
placed in different heights along a wall

Bowling

Throw or drop 10 bowling balls to hit 10
sets of 10 bowling pins at the end of a
sloping floor where you can’t get closer
than a set distance
Kick soccer balls into a goal at a distance
where you can’t get closer to the goal
than a set distance
Navigate a green marked track and avoid
red floor which resets position and
points
Push four big heavy objects (one cube, 4
spheres) that can’t be grabbed to match
colors on the floor, on the top of a hill
and on the side of a cube
Touch 25 big red lighted buttons placed
on walls and floor to make them green, if
touched twice it turns back to red
Match sides of cubes against markers on
the floor by rotating and placing the
cubes
Match green side of cube against green
floor or against same color on another
cube by rotating and placing the cubes
freezing them making it possible to build
high structures

Each basket is 1,2 or 3
points depending on the
difficulty of basket
Each pin is 1 point,
max 100

Soccer
Navigation
Big Boxes

Touch Triggers
Match Color Cube
Build Color Cubes

Each ball is 1 point
Each unit of the track
covered is 1 point,
max 52
Each object matched is
2-10 points, max 21
Each green button is 1
point, max 25
Each cube side matched
is 2-6 points, max 74
Each green side is 1 point
Each
color
matched
against another cube is 4
points

Figure 9 Chart of test chamber objectives and points
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When the participant is ready they choose a test chamber by walking through one of the
identical unmarked doors which then is locked so that test chamber is not able to be chosen a
second time. Giving the participant the ability to choose in which order to complete the test
chambers is meant to give a random element to what order the tests are completed for each
participant. This is done because it’s more likely for the participant to be more effective in
the last test chamber completed than the first due to time spent getting to know the controls.
When exiting the level hub after training the time spent there is saved for analysis. Once a
test has been chosen the objective is explained to them (Figure 9). The participant is free to
ask questions at any time.
There is a maximum time limit of four minutes for each test and for some a score limit. If
one of the limit values are reached the participant is presented with their final score and time.
The participant is then returned to the level hub to choose another test chamber. The
participant can leave the area if they feel they have reached the maximum score. Whenever
exiting a test chamber the time and score is saved for later analysis.
During each test notes are taken on any interesting behavior or comments given by the
participant. After each test chamber the participant is asked to comment on any problems
they had and if it’s the second time doing the test how it compared to the other control
method (Appendix AII).
After all the tests are completed with the two different control methods the participant is
interviewed and asked what controls they preferred. They are also asked what they felt was
the most effective, fun and immersive (Appendix AIII).
All the questions are asked to the participant and then written down by the author of this
thesis using the forms detailed in the appendixes AI,AII,AIII as support.
The testing takes no more than one hour because of the maximum limit of four minutes for
each test chamber. Taking time for setup, training and questions into account, which may
vary greatly, each user study can take up to 90 minutes. Considering the length and amount
of data collected by each test a participant count of around ten people is considered feasible
given the time frame.
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3.5

Implementation

The prototype game was created in a period of four weeks where a lot of the time was spent
learning Unity and then trying to interpret the input from the control methods correctly.
The main focus of the implementation is the motion controlled version which has been
adapted to use the gamepad in another version. The controls are based on the first person
control prefab provided by Unity which when mapped with the input from the Move or
gamepad made it possible to walk around and jump using a first person view.
An avatar body is parented to the first person controller and the camera parented to the neck
joint making them follow the position and rotation of its parent. The avatar body is then
animated by the use of a script which transfers the real life movement of the player to the
avatar body.
One of the free scripts available for Unity is The Kinect
Wrapper Package for Unity 3D which uses the Kinect SDK to
get skeleton data from the Kinect to Unity 3D which then can be
mapped to a custom character model (Kinney, 2011)(Jana,
2012). The motion tracking used in the game prototype was
based on this script with only a few modifications. The wrapper
works by specifying each joint of the avatar to be affected by
the skeleton data provided by the Kinect SDK. The raw data
was to rough and a constant jitter was seen using the default
settings so parameters such as smoothing, correction, prediction,
jitter radius and max deviation radius was tweaked until smooth
movement was achieved by sacrificing response time and
increasing latency (Giorio, 2013).
In order to be able to switch which parts of the skeleton should
be affected custom masks was created. The default mask
enables the motion capture to affect all the limbs such as arms,
legs and neck. The spine is left untouched and can only be
moved using the look controls of the physical controllers which
bends the back when looking up or down. Motion control of the
head is only enabled sideways and not up and down in order to
keep the player from looking through the avatar body which was
common otherwise. When moving the legs are excluded from
the motion tracking and instead an animation is played for the
legs and only the upper body is controlled using the Kinect.
The character model (Motion Capture Society, n.d.) is skinned,
in the 3D modelling tool Maya 2014, using the basic skeleton
corresponding to the Kinect skeleton data. In Unity the model is
embedded in collision volumes connected to the corresponding
joint (Figure 10) so that they follow the movement of the
skeleton. The arm and leg colliders use Unity physics which
Figure 10 Collision volumes
keeps other physics objects from passing through the collision
volumes. Because of the skeletal structure Unity does not automatically calculate the
velocity of the body parts so in order to be able to kick and push other physics objects away
the velocity is manually calculated for the hands and feet. This is done by checking how
many units per seconds the body parts moves in world space which then is used to add a
corresponding force to colliding objects and when throwing an object.
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velocityForce = ((theMiddleObject.transform.position - oldPos)/Time.deltaTime);
A problem with the hierarchal skeleton structure is that the inherited orientation of the
transformation axes can be hard to keep track of. In order to remedy this, a dummy object
with only a transform is created at runtime called theMiddleObject. This object is updated
with the position and rotation of the hand each frame. When an object collides with the
collision volume of the hand and the grab button is pressed the object is parented to
theMiddleObject and will then correctly follow the position and rotation of the hand. When
trying to grab objects in the world the fingers are animated as if closing a fist partially
depending on how far the trigger is pressed in. There is a slight “magnetizing effect” when
trying to grab objects in order to make grabbing easier. This is done by adding a force to the
object when the object enters the sphere parented to the hand in the same manner as the
collision volumes.
To throw an object the player simply lets go of the grab button and the magnitude of the
velocityForce calculated is added to the grabbed object with a throw multiplier factor in the
direction that the hand is currently facing. The direction of the velocityForce is not used
because it led to unexpected behavior when throwing probably because of bad frames of
skeleton data captured by the Kinect making the direction somewhat random.
Using only the Kinect as a control method would limit the movement in game to an area of
the same space that the camera can cover. The small one handed Move Navigation controller
is therefore used to control the navigation using the left stick for moving around (detailed in
chapter 3.2). It was also discovered that the Kinect only can recognize the positions of the
hands and not the rotation, because of this it was decided that the Move Controller should be
implemented as well. This was made possible using unofficial drivers (MotioninJoy Blog,
2011) and a Bluetooth adapter. The drivers are very unstable, making the system crash at
random, and would preferably have been avoided but it was the only way found to
successfully be able to connect the devices to the PC. To read the sensors of the Move a
emulator program was used that utilizes the unofficial move framework (Giokaris, 2012).
With the move controller implemented a more precise control is possible which is needed in
order to rotate the hand of the avatar correctly. The orientation of the Move controller is
mapped to the orientation of the wrist joint. This gives quite an accurate representation of the
hand which in turn can be used to rotate objects when grabbing them.
The level or test transitions of the game are handled by a script that is triggered when
entering a door (Figure 4) which then loads the level associated with that door. Entering a
test chamber marks the door as inactive by writing to a file called LevelsToGo so that when
returning the same test chamber can’t be chosen again.
In order to record data from the test chambers all levels have a TimeAndScore script where a
time or score limit can be set. When the limit is reached the player is returned to the level
hub. The time and score achieved is written to a text file corresponding to the name of the
test chamber in a folder with an ID of the participant and which control method was used.
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4

RESULTS

There have been eight participants of the study where four of them had little to no experience
and four considered themselves very well experienced in playing games and FPSs. Ages
ranged from 20 to 55 years. Three of the participants were female and five where male.
Two of the participants were too inexperienced and had so much trouble learning both of the
control schemes that the point based test was cancelled and a longer training session in the
level hub was held, after which they got to answer the same questions regarding the
experience.
The results in chapter 4.1 are based on six participants and the results in chapter 4.2 are
based on eight participants.

4.1

Points and time

Figure 11 Average points Chart

Figure 12 Average time Chart

The resulting data consist of points and time from the eight test chambers and is used as a
measurement of effectiveness of the six participants who completed them. The data can be
found in Appendix IV and is used to compile the charts in figure 11-15.
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In order to show statistical significance in the difference of effectiveness between the two
control methods a paired t-test is performed. Given the null hypothesis, that there is no
difference between the point values of the gamepad and the motion controls, and a
significance level of 0.05 it’s possible to perform a paired t-test on the average point values
of the six participants in each test. This gives a p-value of 0.025 calculated in Excel which is
lower than the significance level of 0.05 thus the null hypothesis can be rejected (O’Mahony,
1986).
The average time recorded is not significant in the test chambers “Build Color Cubes” and
“Basket” because it is not possible to reach a maximum score limit and every participant
therefore maxed out their time. In all the other six test chambers a maximum score is
possible and time is considered to be a valid way to measure effectiveness. Calculating the pvalue in the same way as with the points gives a value of 0.043 which is lower than the
significance level of 0.05 thus the null hypothesis can be rejected in this case as well.
The rejection of the null hypothesis means that there is a statistical significance difference
between the point values in using the gamepad and the motion controls. The same holds true
for the time values. The data and calculations made can be found in Appendix IV.
The results from Figure 11 show decreased efficiency of the participants measured in points
and time when using the motion controls as was expected. In the “Basketball” test the
average score is more than doubled when using the gamepad (Figure 11). However some
tests such as “Big Boxes” and “Touch Triggers” actually shows a small increase in
effectiveness when using the motion controls.

Figure 13 Points by experience chart

Figure 14 Time by experience chart

Figure 15 Average time in training by experience
chart
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Considering that there were only two inexperienced participants who completed all of the
test chambers a statistical significance when grouping the results by experience level can’t be
concluded. Looking at the results there is however an indication of potentially less of a
difference in effectiveness when using the motion controls for the group with little to no
experience than with the experienced group who shows a gain in effectiveness when using
the gamepad (Figure 13, Figure 14).
The time spent in training is considered unreliable data because the participants were not told
that this information was being saved, and restarts and recalibrations had to be made in some
cases. But there is an indication that experienced participants spent more time learning the
motion controls and the participants with little to no experience spent more time learning the
gamepad (Figure 15).

4.2

Interviews and observations

During the user study questions were asked to the participants and observations were made.
The questions asked was based on the forms in Appendix AI-AIII where the focus was
which control method the participants felt was the most effective, fun, immersive and which
they preferred overall. They were also encouraged to elaborate on their answers giving
reasons for what they chose. Terms such as immersive were discussed so that all participants
had an as similar definition as possible to make a choice from.
Overall six out of eight participants said that they preferred the gamepad as a control method
because of familiarity, increased precision and the ability to perform better.
Examining which control method was more fun four out of the eight participants chose the
motion controls and two more thought some test chambers were more fun with the motion
controls giving a slight partiality for the motion controls. Seven out of eight participants
chose the motion controls when questioned which control method provided the most
immersion.

4.2.1

Effectiveness and ease of use

When asked which control type was the most effective all but two of the participants
answered the gamepad. The reason being more precise control especially in tests such as the
basketball game where the gamepad was more effective due to the inability to aim properly
when throwing with the motion controls.
Grabbing objects with the motion controls was hard for most of the participants as well.
Some didn’t manage to assess the depth at which an object was located and tried to grab
things without quite reaching out towards them. After sometime however most participants
learned to reach for objects rather than keep the hand stationary in front and moving just
with the left stick. Grabbing objects was not as much of a problem with the gamepad because
the indicator of scaling the hand pointer seemed to make participants realize when they could
grab an object.
Participants had a harder time navigating with the motion controls. Many showed a tendency
to want to keep the two controllers close together in front of their body as if holding a
regular gamepad, making the avatar on screen obscuring the camera view with its hands in
certain angles. Some participants disliked the inability to look around and walk at the same
time. The reason being that these functions are both located on the left Move Navigator. Due
to this there was a tendency to leave the angle of the camera in one position during the
course of each test. This made it harder to see where the hands of the avatar and objects were
located. It seemed that many of the participants thought the learning curve was high and
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there was a lot to keep track of with two controllers and many buttons. However
inexperienced participants had quite a hard time learning the gamepad controls too.
Using the gamepad some participants felt that aiming and / or rotation of objects were
inverted. Aside from that all participants with experience of FPSs felt comfortable and
familiar with the control setup.
The two participants who thought the motion control was more effective overall had little to
no experience. They said it produced smoother movements and felt more like real life and
therefore was easier as well.

4.2.2

Fun factor

When asked what way was more fun to play four participants chose the motion control
because it was immersive, different and more realistic giving a challenge that was rewarding.
Two participants thought it was more fun to use the motion control in tests that suited the
control method such as kicking soccer balls and touching triggers. Tests such as the
basketball course felt completely broken to them because of how hard it was to throw.
Therefore they said the gamepad was easier and more fun to use. The ease of use was also
why the remaining two participants thought the gamepad was the most fun to use.

4.2.3

Immersion

All but one of the participants felt that the motion controls was the most immersive. This was
due to more natural movement for motions such as reaching out to grab objects, leaning side
to side and kicking objects which felt more natural and engaging. One participant also
commented on that high immersion isn’t always wanted especially if it has negative impact
on control.
The one who thought the gamepad was more immersive had a lot of experience with FPSs
and said that when using a control setup where you don’t have precise control it breaks the
focus and immersion which is frustrating.
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5

DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSIONS

Reviewing the results of the interview six of the participants felt more effective in
completing in-game tasks when using the gamepad. This is also supported by the results of
the effectiveness saved in points and time which indicate better results when using the
gamepad. This increase is the most evident with the experienced participants who had a big
increase in effectiveness when using a gamepad.
Participants of the study who didn’t have any previous experience actually performed better
with the motion controls and two of the four inexperienced participants felt more effective in
using motion controls. This is thought to be because they don’t have a set notion of how a
FPS should be controlled and then are more open to alternative control methods. Motion
controls can then be easier to learn because it has more in common with real life movements.
When more closely examining the reason of increased effectiveness using the gamepad it’s
also worth mentioning that it had some advantages over the motion controls other than
higher precision and familiarity with the experienced group. When grabbing an object with
the gamepad it is not possible to miss and nudge the object so that it starts rolling away
which was very common with the motion controls. Also when rotating an object it is
possible to rotate 360 degrees in two directions with the gamepad while with the motion
controls the rotation is limited to the constraints of the avatars hand. The rotation with the
gamepad was not limited in the same way because it was thought to frustrate players to
much.
Learning something new is seldom easy especially if you know how it can be done in
another way already. In the user study almost all participants had a way of using the motion
controls that was reminiscent of a gamepad. The most obvious one was how a majority of the
participants held the controller close together in front of them and was standing completely
still otherwise. Some even put the Move controller aside and used both hands on one
controller in order to be able to look and move at the same time.
The best way to do motion controls would perhaps be to get rid of all tactile controllers and
use only something such as the Kinect. This is simply not possible with the Kinect as
imprecise as it is today however and there would still be the problem of moving around in a
space bigger than the area that the camera can cover.
When using the motion controls a majority of the participants seemed more engaged in what
they were doing and said that it was more fun and immersive playing that way. Mostly there
was happy faces and laughter when seeing how the avatar followed the participants’
movements, grabbing an object or kicking a ball. Sometimes when stressed by the time limit
and wanting to perform well however there was a lot of frustration by how imprecise the
controls were.
The number of participants would preferably have been more but due to development issues
of the prototype game and time restraints this was not possible. The results are mostly one
sided however and gives quite a clear indication of the experience.

5.1

Conclusions

Analyzing the results of the user studies it is concluded that using motion controls rather than
a traditional gamepad decreases the effectiveness. There is an indication that motion controls
increases the fun factor and immersion of the experience overall.
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5.2

Future work

The user studies conducted shows some changes that could be made to the prototype game in
the future thanks to observations of and comments by the participants.








Settings for inverting the look and rotation controls and using left handed controls
Crouch and jump by physically crouching or jumping instead of button presses
Work out a more accurate way of throwing with the motion controls
Have less and shorter tests which would make it easier to have more participants
giving more statistically reliable results
Connecting PlayStation Move controllers without third party software
Discard the motion capture of the left arm as it was very rarely used and mostly just
in the way. Instead the camera could be controlled by the left hand when holding the
left trigger making it possible to aim and walk at the same time.
Use the PlayStation eye camera to track the depth of the Move controller and have
reverse kinematics decide the position of the arm while the Kinect tracks legs and
neck.

One of the most common criticisms of the participants was not being able to move and look
at the same time which should not be a problem if using a VR headset such as the Oculus
Rift. The hope is to expand the prototype game to also include support for the device
sometime in the future.
When choosing to use motion controls in a game it is very important to build the game with
the limitations of the control method in mind and use its strengths. This will make for a
slower pace with more of a focus on exploring and touching the world and the objects in it
where precision would be less of an issue. With new technologies and advances in motion
controls the lack of precision will hopefully be less and less of an issue. However with
classic control methods such as gamepads and keyboard and mouse working so well and a
preconceived notion of how certain games such as an FPS should be controlled it will take
time for those experienced to adapt something new. VR can give such radically new
experiences that it might make people more willing to learn a new control method and if it
feels natural enough, those without any experience should have no problems either, making
motion controls a viable alternative especially in a VR setting.
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A.

APPENDIX
A I.

Questions asked before user study

A II. Questions and notes during each test

A III. Interview after the study

A IV. Resulting score and time data
Casual1 Experienced1 Experienced2 Experienced3 Experienced4 Casual2

MOTION CONTROLS
Level
Basket
Build Color Cubes
Navigation
Soccer
Bowling
Match Color Cube
Touch Triggers
Big Boxes
Average

240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240

240
240
240
240
209
240
240
163
226,5

Time
240
240
202
240
240
240
240
240
235,25

Level
Basket
Build Color Cubes
Navigation
Soccer
Bowling
Match Color Cube
Touch Triggers
Big Boxes
Average

1
3
11
10
11
30
21
6
11,625

3
7
12
8
40
55
23
0
18,5

5
9
51
8
37
51
23
2
23,25

240
240
210
240
232
215
142
205
215,5

240
240
104
211
163
219
184
240
200,125

240
240
240
233
240
240
240
240
239,125

Average Time
240
240
206
234
221
232
214
221
226

27
14
51
8
30
63
25
11
28,625

9
14
51
5
24
69
25
19
27

7
9
37
11
13
34
20
6
17,125

Average Points
8,7
9,3
35,5
8,3
25,8
50,3
22,8
7,3
21,0

240
240
72
240
203
240
131
222
198,5

240
240
57
135
109
207
93
240
165,125

240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240

Average Time
240
240
153
208
193
231
164
225
207

40
21
50
13
26
71
25
21
33,375

16
14
49
17
78
74
25
2
34,375

7
5
5
9
13
46
10
2
12,125

Average Points
18,2
13,3
37,5
13,3
39,5
60,2
21,7
6,8
26,3

Points

GAMEPAD
Level
Basket
Build Color Cubes
Navigation
Soccer
Bowling
Match Color Cube
Touch Triggers
Big Boxes
Average

240
240
240
230
240
240
240
165
229,375

240
240
240
240
240
228
150
240
227,25

Time
240
240
69
164
128
230
130
240
180,125

Level
Basket
Build Color Cubes
Navigation
Soccer
Bowling
Match Color Cube
Touch Triggers
Big Boxes
Average

6
6
32
14
14
24
20
0
14,5

21
18
37
13
49
73
25
5
30,125

Points
19
16
52
14
57
73
25
11
33,375

Points Motion
8,7
9,3
35,5
8,3
25,8
50,3
22,8
7,3
Mean difference
Stand Dev. Of Difference
Standard Error of Difference
T alpha half 95% Cl
Lower Confidence Level
Upper Confidence Level

Points Gamepad Difference
18,2
9,5
13,3
4,0
37,5
2,0
13,3
5,0
39,5
13,7
60,2
9,8
21,7
-1,2
6,8
-0,5
5,3
5,295812961
1,872352628
2,364624252
0,864256234
9,719077099

t-test: Paired Two Sample for Means

Mean
Variance
Observations
Pearson Correlation
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Time of Motion
153
208
193
231
164
225

Mean difference
Stand Dev. Of Difference
Standard Error of Difference
T alpha half 95% Cl
Lower Confidence Level
Upper Confidence Level

Time of Gamepad Difference
206
234
221
232
214
221

53
26
27
2
50
-3

25,8
23,55264002
9,615325024
2,570581836
1,088575706
50,5225354

t-test: Paired Two Sample for Means
Points Gamepad Points Motion
26,3125
21,02083333
321,3526786
247,5510913
8
8
0,958804328
0
7
2,826212641
0,012772283
1,894578605
0,025544566
2,364624252

Mean
Variance
Observations
Pearson Correlation
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Time of Motion Time of Gamepad
195,6388889
221,4444444
1010,593519
113,1851852
6
6
0,841276579
0
5
-2,683794411
0,02181073
2,015048373
0,043621461
2,570581836

